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1 Introduction 

Som日 physical models of tra伍c fl.ow can reproduce 
fundamental features of the tra節c fl.ow in one-lane 
expressway systems. Most of realεxpressw乱ys, howｭ
ever, have more than two lanes. To compare 七he simｭ
ulation results with observations, i七 is nee巴ssary to 
improve the existing traffic fl.ow models to treat twoｭ
l乱ne roads. 
The Optimal Velocity (OV）七raffic fl.ow model[l], 

which is a one of cai「－following models, has succeeded 
to describ阜 the phase transi七ion from a freely-moving 
phase to a jam phase by changing the traffic density. 
We have proposed a new simulation model, Coupled 
Map traffic fl.ow model based on Optimal Velocity 
functions (CMOV model), by discretizing the or匁inal 
OV model[2，司．
In the CMOV model, each car controls the accelｭ

eration to tune the velocity to the op七imal (safety) 
valu巴九ptimal, which depends only on the h巴adway 
ムz to the preceding car. The position x and the 
velocity v are updated as follows: 

x(t ＋ ムt) = x(t) + v(t）ムt, (1) 

む（t ＋ムt) ＝ υ（t) ＋ α （Voptimal（ムx) -v(t）） ムt

where parameters Vm出， d, w and Cbias ai:e determined 
with observations (Table 1)[2, 4]. In this study all 
cars have the same p品rameter values except Vmax, 
which distrib凶es uniformly in (0.8世田蹴， l.2Vmax)·

T品ble 1: Parameters: They are compatible with 
the observation in Chuo expressway except ムt and 

LlXminｷ 
parameter value （凶it)

d 25. m 
w 23.3 m 

Vmax 33.6 m/sec 
α 2. 日巴C 1 

Cbias 0.913 
ムt 0.1 sec 

ムXmin 7.02 m 

Our previous resul七s show that some tra伍c blockｭ
ade structures are required for the emergence of trafｭ
fic jams. And noises can only induce weak congested 
flow[3]. In this study, we introduce 品n entranceway 
as a 七raffic block品de 七o atwかlane expressway. 

(2) 2 Lane changing rules 
whereαis a susceptibility and ムt is a fixed time st包p.
The OV function 九ptimal, in general, is a sigmoidal 

function. Here we use the followi碍 form[l, 2]: 
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(3) 
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The adv，品ntages of the discretization in the CMOV 
model is th乱t the sequence of cars c乱n be flexibly 
changed. It enables us to apply the model to realis悔
tic traffic systems such 回 open roads. Moreover, we 
can treat the rule-based behavior of cars such @.S lane 
changing. To tr母at two-lane sy百terns, we introduce a 
set of stochasもic Ian巴むhanging rules. Th巴 rul巴s 乱re

asymmeむric between lanes b巴caus巴 we consider the 
traffic fl.ow in expressways. 

The lane changing rules are 位ie following (see Figs. 
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1 a吋 2). Each car in the slow lane (the le此 Jane in 
Japa吋 try to move もo 七he fast la悶 if it can not run 
乱t 七h日 desired speed b自C乱use of the short headway 
（ムZ くムXsafe = d + w/2). E畠ch car in 七he fast Ian 
七ryto move to the slow lane if it can run at the desire d 
spe母d （ムx ＞ ムXsafe) or fast巴r tl加1 the cur、I、er speed 
in the slow Jar （ムXp ＞ムx). If lane cha碍i昭 is safe 

（ムXf ＞に~~imal( v ! ) and ムz 壬ムXp), the c乱r really 
cl出

mo vi昭仕om the slow (f；鎚t) la即 to the fast (slow) 
lane, where Pup :$ Pdownｷ At an 日ntra.ncewa.y, we 
employ a set of speci乱1 rules to allow cars 七oenter the 
slow lane from the entranceway (details are omitted）ロ
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Figure 1: Lane ch乱nging rule for moving to the slow 
lane. 
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Figur·告 2: L乱ne ch乱nging rule for moving to the fast 
lane. 
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Figure 3: Setup for simulations. 
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3 Simulation 

The simulated system has op巴n boundaries and an 
en tr乱nceway (Fig. 3). Cars are stocl国tically inｭ
jected from both the starting point of 七he road 
and the entranceway. From the starting poi凶

作he entrance) cars ar巴 ilリected with む＝ 0 (v = 
Voptimal （ムピ）) and the pr油乱hility p （九ntrance) if the 
h日乱dwayto the preceding car becomes larger・ th晶11th官

threshold ~Xmin （ムピ＝d+w ). Vve observe the emerｭ
gence of traffic j乱ms at the entranceway. Th日 tra伍c

jam propagates upstream. We ob関rve the flow, the 
aver昭evelocity and the 品:verage headway ~沈 a point 
0 in the upper stream of the entranceway. 
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Figure 4: Fundamen七品l diagram: The flow q in the 
slow lane (left) and the fast lane (right) are plotted 
as a function of the d巴nsity p. 
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By changing P with 乱 fixed Pentrance, we observe 
the fundamental diagram (Fig. 4), which shows the 
phase transition from a freely moving phase (the le批
side of the peak）七o a j乱m phas号（the 均ht side). 
The la附－usage ch乱ra悦ristic (Fig. 5( a)) is olト

served. In the low flow state, most of cars are running 
in the slow lane. As the flow incr己as邑s, the flow in the 
fast lane exceeds that in 七he slow lane. If the to七al
flow approaches th日 maximum capacity of the road, 
七he flow in two lanes becomes comparぬle. W.母 ob

serve also the strong correlation of the flow between 
larn;is (Fig. 5(b)). 
The simulation results qualitatively reproduce 

som号 features of observed data in Tom巴i expressway .. 
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Figure 5: (a) Lane-usage char品cteristic: The ratio 
of the flow using the slow lane ( o）品nd the fast lane 
(×) are plotted as a function of the total flow. (b) 
Correl抗ion of the flow in two lanes. The horizontal 
(ver七ical）品xis corresponds もo the flow in the slow 
(fast) la田．
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